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Beautifully written, wonderful illustrations, and a tale that fits every parents daily life. Giving as something
special for a new parent. My little men requests it my name!! I anticipate gifting it to additional new parents
too! LOVE ?? on the mom needs list! It makes me smile, since it is sooooo true!! Awesome illustrations and
incredibly well written. Excellent children's book that makes the frustrations of being a new parent just a
little easier to deal with. sooo any mom. NEED.! Very cute I think was the cutest publication I've read to my
baby ! Very cute book. Four Stars Different than what I expected nonetheless it grew about me a whole lot..!
Got someone to keep and one for a gift! Buy this book Right now!!Parents will love this clever book! This
book is PERFECT for any mom. A must have!! Five Stars A lovely book written by a childhood friend!
Nice book. If you are a mom who stays house with your monster, or person who has panic or person who
just has a fussy kid. Best Best.I really like mine. My entire family loves this reserve! The repeating words
are playful and clear to see This book is entertaining for children and adults. The repeating terms are playful
and easy to understand. The illustrations, including shiny cover, will have your kids choosing this book to be
read regularly. Excellent This book really expresses the real essence of parenthood. Kids could be lovable
freaking monsters. I love this story and how it captures the stunning and scary aspect of your little one. Love
it! Perfect gift for brand-new parent Love this sweet reserve! ?oh my A bedtime favorite! This book is such
a sweet read, my son loves it! It really is a genuine look at parenthood done with kind humor and a lovely
spirit! Cute story about your little one! LOL. I cannot wait to read this to my baby quickly!
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